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In a variety of statistical problems one needs to solve an equation in order to get
an estimator. We consider the large sample properties of such estimators generated
from samples that are not necessarily identically distributed. Very general assump-
tions that lead to the existence, strong consistency, and asymptotic normality of the
estimators are given. A number of results that are useful in verifying the general
assumptions are given and an example illustrates their use. General applications to
maximum likelihood, iteratively reweighted least squares, and robust estimation are
discussed briefly.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many estimators are zeros of a function of the form
Gn(%)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
g i (%),
where the gi (%) are independent p-variate stochastic functions of % # 3/
R p. We call these estimating equation estimators. They include maximum
likelihood estimators, least squares and iteratively reweighted least squares
estimators, M-estimators and many others. Wedderburn’s (1974) quasi-
likelihood equation is an estimating equation. Liang and Zeger (1986)
model longitudinal data by a generalized linear model through estimating
equations. In the likelihood based method for longitudinal data analysis
(e.g., Zhao and Prentice, 1990; Zhao, Prentice, and Self, 1992; Fitzmaurice
and Laird, 1993; Fitzmaurice, Laird, and Rotnitzky, 1993), the estimators
satisfy normal equations which are also estimating equations. A variety of
robust estimators (e.g., Maronna, 1976; Huber, 1981; Lange, Little, and
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Taylor, 1989) are defined through equations which are other forms of
estimating equations. As pointed by Godambe and Thompson (1974),
‘‘Every procedure of point estimation for an unknown real parameter % can
be viewed as solving for % an equation g(x, %)=0’’.
Let p(x, %) be a family of densities and let gi (%)=h(xi , %) where the xi
are i.i.d. with common density p(xi , %0). Godambe (1960) established a
number of optimality properties for the choice
h(x, %)=
 log p(x, %)
%$
among all h such that E%h(x, %)=0 for all %. After Godambe’s (1960)
paper, Godambe and his colleagues have obtained a series of other proper-
ties of estimating equations. See Godambe (1991) for an overview. In this
paper, on the other hand, we do not require that Gn(%) be an optimal
estimating function. For example because the software is readily available
one often computes normal theory estimates from nonnormal data.
The estimates are solutions to normal likelihood equations from which
we would like to infer the statistical properties of the estimators. These
properties will differ from those using normal sampling. One often desires
simple alternatives to maximum likelihood, least squares for example. This
leads to solving normal equations and finding statistical properties of their
solutions. Because there are many areas of application, clinical trials for
example, in which identically distributed data are rare, we only assume that
we have independent, and not necessarily identically distributed data
vectors. Indeed these vectors need not even be of the same dimension.
When gi (%)= g(xi , %) and the xi are i.i.d., Huber (1967) obtained the
consistency and asymptotic normality of % n which satisfy Gn(% n)=0. Under
some regularity conditions, Inagaki (1973) extended the results of Huber
to the case of independent but not identically distributed observations.
These results give guidance to the applications of estimating equations in
statistical modeling practice. Another equally important aspect is the
existence of a solution of Gn(%)=0, which is of special interest from the
viewpoint of computational statistics. When the xi are i.i.d., p=1 and
gi (%)= g(xi , %) is monotone in %, Serfling (1980, p. 249) gave a proof of the
existence of % n . However, the existence problem has not been dealt with
under general conditions. In this paper, we will give natural yet general
conditions for the existence, consistency, and asymptotic normality of % n
that satisfy Gn(% n)=0. Our conditions are more direct and easier to verify
than those in Inagaki (1973), which will be discussed in detail.
We are interested in estimating a value %0 of %. This is often a common
zero for the expectations EGn(%) and is often the value of % that generated
the data that leads to the Gn(%). The following conditions will lead to the
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existence, consistency, and asymptotic normality of a sequence % n of roots
of Gn(%).
Assumptions. 1. Gn(%0)  0 with probability one.
2. There is a neighborhood N of %0 on which with probability one all
Gn(%) are continuously differentiable and the Jacobians G4 n(%) converge
uniformly to a nonstochastic limit which is nonsingular at %0 .
3. - n Gn(%0) wL N(0, V).
Assumptions 1 and 2 are for the existence and consistency of % n .
Assumption 3 is for the asymptotic distribution of % n . Assumptions 1 and
3 are very basic, they are necessary even for i.i.d. samples. Assumption 2 is
comparable with the assumption (vi) in Inagaki (1973), who set a similar
condition on {i (%)=Egi (xi , %). Since we may not know the density of x i ,
the condition directly on estimating equations seems more natural and
easier to understand. Under these assumptions, we will show the existence
and consistency of % n in Section 2 and the asymptotic normality of % n in
Section 3. In Section 4, we will show how to verify the above assumptions
through some more basic and easy to check conditions. A log-linear
Possion model example is given in Section 5 to demonstrate how to apply
our theorems in a specific problem. In Section 6, we discuss the potential
use of our theorems and outline some important general areas of application.
2. EXISTENCE OF CONSISTENT ESTIMATORS
Here we will consider the existence and the consistency of % n that satisfy
Gn(% n)=0. First we need some lemmas.
Lemma 1. Under Assumptions 1 and 2 there is a continuously differen-
tiable function G(%) on N such that G(%0)=0, and with probability one
Gn(%)  G(%) and G4 n(%)  G4 (%) uniformly on N.
The proof is simple analysis and will be omitted.
The following lemma is a modified version of the fundamental inverse
function theorem (Rudin, 1976, p. 221).
Lemma 2. Let f (x) be a continuously differentiable mapping from an
open subset X of R p into R p. Let A be a nonsingular p by p matrix and let
*= 12&A
&1&&1. If
& f4 (x)&A&<*
on a ball Br(x0), then f (Br(x0)) contains B*r( f (x0)).
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Proof. Let y # B*r( f (x0)) and
.(x)=x+A&1( y& f (x)).
It is sufficient to prove .(x) has a fixed point in Br(x0). Since
.* (x)=I&A&1f4 (x),
for all x # Br(x0),
&.* (x)&&A&1& &A& f4 (x)&< 12 .
Thus .(x) is a contraction mapping on Br(x0) with contraction constant 12 .
Since
&.(x0)&x0 &=&A&1( y& f (x0))&
<&A&1& *r=
r
2
,
it follows from Corollary 1 of the fixed point theorem of Loomis and
Sternberg (1968, p. 229) that .(x) has a fixed point x # Br(x0). K
With Lemma 2, we are ready to state the following existence theorem
for % n .
Theorem 1. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, with probability 1 for any r>0
there are % n # Br(%0) such that Gn(% n)=0 for all n sufficiently large.
Proof. Let Gn(%) be any sequence for which Assumptions 1 and 2 hold.
Let G(%) be the function obtained from Lemma 1. By Assumption 2, G4 (%0)
is nonsingular. Let *= 12 &G4
&1(%0)&&1. Since
&G4 n(%)&G4 (%0)&&G4 n(%)&G4 (%)&+&G4 (%)&G4 (%0)&,
it follows from Assumption 2 that there is an s, 0<sr, such that for n
sufficiently large
&G4 n(%)&G4 (%0)&<*
for all % # Bs(%0). By Lemma 2, Gn(Bs(%0)) covers B*s(Gn(%0)) when n is
large. Since by Assumption 1, Gn(%0)  0, B*s(Gn(%0)) contains 0 when n is
large. Hence when n is large there is a % n # Bs(%0) such that Gn(% n)=0.
The theorem follows from the fact that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold with
probability one and Bs(%0)/Br(%0). K
The following theorem is about the strong consistency of % n .
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Theorem 2. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, with probability one there are
zeros % n of Gn(%) such that % n  %0 .
Proof. Let Gn(%) be any sequence for which Assumptions 1 and 2 hold.
Let G(%) be the function obtained from Lemma 1. By Assumption 1,
G(%0)=0 and by Assumption 2, G4 (%0) is nonsingular. Hence %0 is the
unique zero of G(%) in a neighborhood Br(%0). Using Theorem 1 there is a
zero % n of Gn(%) in Br(%0) for all n sufficiently large. Let %* be any limit
point of % n . Then %* # Br(%0). Let % ni  %*. Then Gni (% ni)  G(%*) and
hence G(%*)=0. Since %0 is the only zero of G(%) in Br(%0), %*=%0 . Since
this is true for all limit points of % n , % n  %0 . Since Assumptions 1 and 2
hold with probability one, % n  %0 with probability one. K
Theorem 2 asserts that there are roots % n of the Gn(%) that converge to
%0 . Under appropriate assumptions we may claim that any sequence of
roots of the Gn(%) converges to %0 .
Theorem 3. If with probability one, Gn(%) is continuous and converges
uniformly to a nonstochastic function G(%) on a compact neighborhood C of
%0 , if G(%) has a unique zero at %0 , and if % n is a random sequence such that
% n # C and Gn(% n)=0 with probability one, then % n  %0 with probability
one.
The proof is very similar to the last part of the proof of Theorem 2 and
will be omitted.
The assumption that G(%) has a unique zero in C in Theorem 3 is
necessary. Assume it has 2 zeros %1 and %2 . If both of these satisfy Assump-
tions 1 and 2 for N=C, by Theorem 2 there are sequences % n1 and % n2 of
roots of Gn(%) such that % n1  %1 and % n2  %2 with probability one. This
means there is a sequence of roots of Gn(%) that fails to converge with
probability one and this contradicts the conclusion of Theorem 3.
An alternative approach in this section would be to assume Gn(%) is the
gradient of a scalar valued function Fn(%) and use a Wald type approach
to discuss the existence and consistency of maximizers of Fn(%). This rather
indirect approach gives a less general result. We prefer to work directly
with the roots of Gn(%).
3. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY
Asymptotic normality of the roots % n of Gn(%) follows almost imme-
diately from Assumptions 2 and 3.
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Theorem 4. If % n w
P %0 and Gn(% n)=0 with probability one, then under
Assumptions 2 and 3,
- n(% n&%0) w
L Np(0, 0),
where 0=A&1VA$&1 with A being the limit at %0 referred to in Assump-
tion 2. If Assumption 1 also holds, A=G4 (%0) where G(%) is the function
defined in Lemma 1.
Proof. Let A&1= pi=1 bic$i be any factorization of A
&1. Use the mean
value theorem to obtain % ni between %0 and % n such that
c$i Gn(%0)=c$iG4 n(% ni)(%0&% n).
Then
Bn= :
p
i=1
bic$iG4 n(% ni) w
P I
and
- n Bn(% n&%0)=- n :
p
i=1
bic$i G4 n(% ni)(% n&%0)
=&- n :
p
i=1
bic$iGn(%0)
=&A&1 - n Gn(%0) w
L N(0, A&1VA$&1).
Thus
- n(% n&%0) w
L N(0, A&1VA$&1). K
4. VERIFYING THE ASSUMPTIONS
We will discuss verifying the assumptions made in Section 1, especially,
the following are alternatives to Assumptions 1 and 3.
Assumptions. 4. For each i, gi (%0) has mean zero and covariance Vi ,
and V =1n ni=1 Vi  V which is positive definite.
5. For the Vi in Assumption 4, there are positive numbers B and $
such that for all i, E | g$i (%0)(I+Vi)&1 gi (%0)|1+$B.
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Often Vi=V(xi), a function of a vector x i of covariate values for the i th
observation. Let Fn(x) be the sample distribution function of x1 , ..., xn .
Then Assumption 4 takes the form
| V(x) dFn(x)  V (1)
and viewed this way it is an assumption about the distribution of the
design vectors xi . If for example they are chosen randomly from a distribu-
tion X and V( } ) is integrable with respect to X, Assumption 4 is satisfied.
If the xi are not a random sample, but Fn converges in distribution to a
distribution function F and V( } ) is continuous and bounded, (1) holds
and again Assumption 4 is satisfied. While it may be difficult to verify
Assumption 4 in a specific application, this gives useful intuitive insight. If
the xi are chosen randomly or in such a way that they have a limiting
distribution, one at least has a sporting chance that Assumption 4 holds.
Special cases of Assumption 5 include the boundness of &gi (%0)&3 or its
expectation for all i or the boundness of s3i or its expectation where
si=(g$i (%0) V &1i g i (%0))
12,
the standardized score for gi (%0). This gives some intuitive insight to the
meaning of Assumption 5.
We began with a theorem that shows Assumption 4 implies Assump-
tion 1.
Lemma 3. Let =1 , =2 , ... be a sequence of independent random variables
with E=i=0, var(=i)=_2i . If 1n 
n
i=1 _
2
i is bounded, then
1
n
:
n
i=1
=i w
a.s. 0.
Proof. Let M be the bound for 1n ni=1 _
2
i . Since
:
(n+1)2&1
i=n2
_2i
i2

1
n4
:
(n+1)2&1
i=n2
_2i
=
1
n2
(n+1)2&1
n2
1
(n+1)2&1
:
(n+1)2&1
i=n2
_2i

3
n2
M,
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and
:

i=1
_2i
i2
={ :
22&1
i=1
+ :
32&1
i=22
+ } } } = _
2
i
i2
3M :

i=1
1
n2
<.
The lemma follows from the Corollary to Theorem 5.4.1 of Chung (1974,
p. 125). K
Applying Lemma 3 to each component of the vector gi (%0) gives the
following.
Theorem 5. Assumption 4 implies Assumption 1.
We found Theorem 6 below useful in verifying Assumption 3. For this
we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 4. Let [ai]i=1 be a sequence with ai0 and 1n 
n
i=1 ai  a. If
a>0, then
max1in ai
ni=1 ai
 0.
Proof. Since
1
n
:
n
i=1
ai  a, a>0,
it is sufficient to show
max1in ai
n
 0.
Since
1
n
:
n
i=1
ai =
1
n
:
n&1
i=1
ai+
an
n
,
an
n
 0.
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Let in maximize ai for all 1in, then
max1in ai
n
=
ain
n
.
Note that in is nondecreasing. If in  ,
ain
n

ain
in
 0.
If in does not approach infinity, ain is bounded and
ain
n
 0. K
Lemma 5. Let =1 , =2 , ... be independent random variables with mean zero
and variance _2i for = i . If
(i) vn=1n ni=1 _
2
i  v>0,
(ii) E |=2i 1+_
2
i |
1+$B for all i and some $>0,
then
1
- n
:
n
i=1
=i w
L N(0, v).
Proof. Let s2n=
n
i=1 _
2
i . By Lemma 4, bn=maxin _
2
i s
2
n  0.
:
n
i=1
E } =
2
i
s2n }
1+$
 :
n
i=1 \
1+_2i
s2n +
1+$
B
 :
n
i=1 \
1+_2i
s2n +\
1
s2n
+bn+
$
B
\ 1vn +1+\
1
nvn
+bn +
$
B  0.
As noted by Chung (1974, p. 209), this convergence implies Lindeberg’s
condition and the LindebergFeller theorem gives
:
n
i=1
=i
sn
wL N(0, 1).
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Since s2n n  v>0,
1
- n
:
n
i=1
=i w
L N(0, v). K
Theorem 6. Assumptions 4 and 5 imply Assumption 3.
Proof. Let c be any vector in R p of length one. Then
(c$gi (%0))2[c$(I+Vi) c][g$i (%0)(I+Vi)&1 gi (%0)].
Thus
(c$gi (%0))2
1+c$Vic
g$i (%0)(I+Vi)&1 g i (%0). (2)
Let =i=c$gi (%0) and _2i =var(=i). By Assumption 4, E=i=0 and 1n 
n
i=1 _
2
i
c$Vc>0. By (2)
=2i
1+_2i
g$i (%0)(I+Vi)&1 gi (%0)
and by Assumption 5 there is a $>0 and B such that
E } =
2
i
1+_2i }
1+$
<B
for all i. By Lemma 5,
1
- n
:
n
i=1
c$gi (%0) w
L N(0, c$Vc)
and by the CramerWold theorem (Serfling, 1980, p. 18),
1
- n
:
n
i=1
gi (%0) w
L N(0, V)
which is Assumption 3. K
Assumption 2 is relatively more difficult to verify, but there are a variety
of conditions that lead to the uniform convergence of the partial averages
of a sequence of independent stochastic functions, in our case the sequence
g* i (%). The Theorem 2 of Jennrich (1969) and Theorem 16 in Ferguson
(1996) give a very general result for i.i.d. stochastic functions. Theorem 4 of
Jennrich (1969) and Lemma A of Wu (1981) gives uniform convergence of
a sequence of nonrandom functions times a sequence of random errors.
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Equation (2.7) in Cheng and Li (1984) gives another form of uniform
convergence related to a function  which defines a robust M-estimator. In
our example in Section 5 we use a result on uniform weak convergence in
Jennrich (1969). A very general result on uniform convergence of a
sequence of stochastic functions is given in Yuan (1997) and can be used
for verifying Assumption 2. We restate the result here for convenience. Let
3 be a compact neighborhood of %0 . We need the following assumptions.
Assumptions. 6. With probability one gi (%) are twice continuously
differentiable on 3.
7. For each % # 3, EG4 n(%)  G4 (%) with A=G4 (%0) being nonsingular,
and with probability one G4 n(%)  G4 (%).
8. For each i, &g i (%)&Ti and P(supi1 Ti<)=1.
Lemma 6. Under the Assumptions 6 through 8, with probability one
G4 n(%)  G4 (%)
uniformly for % # 3.
Assumption 6 does not require Gn(%) to be differentiable everywhere, this
will be satisfied by most estimating equations including the commonly used
in robust estimations. In Assumption 7, the convergence of EG4 n(%) for each
fixed % # 3 is the usual convergence of real numbers; the convergence of
G4 n(%) to G4 (%) for each % is the ordinary strong law of large numbers
for independent random variables. The Ti in Assumption 8 is a dominant
function for g i (%), and the requirement of sup i1 Ti being real valued with
probability one should be a natural assumption. Yuan (1997) showed how
to check Assumptions 6 to 8 by some specific examples.
5. AN EXAMPLE
Let yi be a sequence of independent Possion variables with means
+i (%)=e&%xi, %>0, x i0. The likelihood equations may be written in the
form Gn(%)=0, where
Gn(%)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
g i (%)
and gi (%)=xi ( yi&+ i (%)). Let %0 be the value of % that generated the yi . If
the xi are not all equal, the yi are not identically distributed, but we would
like to show that the usual maximum likelihood results for the i.i.d. case
hold never the less.
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We must assume something about the xi . Let Fn be the empirical
distribution function for the first n of the xi . We assume Fn converges to
a distribution function F.
Let N be any compact neighborhood of %0 . Since x2e&%x is continuous
and bounded for % # N and x0, using Theorem 1 of Jennrich (1969) on
uniform weak convergence
G4 n(%)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
x2i e
&%xi  | x2e&%x dF(x)
uniformly for % # N. Thus Gn(%) satisfies Assumption 2.
Clearly Egi (%0)=0. Let vi=var(gi (%0)). Then vi=x2i e
&%0xi and
1
n
:
n
i=1
vi =G4 n(%0)
 | x2e&%0x dF(x)>0.
Call the limit v. Then the gi (%0) satisfy Assumption 4 with V=v.
It is easy to show that if y is a Possion variable with mean +, there is
a b such that
E( y&+)4<b+
for all + such that 0<+1. Since for all i, 0<+i1,
E | gi (%0)(1+vi)&1 gi (%0)|2Ex4i ( yi&+ i)
4
x4i +ib=x
4
i e
&%0xib.
Thus Assumption 5 is satisfied with $=1 and B=supx0 x4e&%0xb. Since
Assumptions 4 and 5 imply Assumptions 1 and 3, Assumptions 1, 2, and
3 are satisfied for our example.
Using Theorem 2 for almost every sequence yi , there is a root % n of
Gn(%) for n sufficiently large. Since
G4 (%)=| x2e&%x dF(x)>0
for all %>0,
G(%)=|
%
%0
G4 (t) dt
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is zero only at %0 . By Theorem 3 any sequence of roots % n of Gn(%)
converges to %0 with probability one. Since G4 (%0)=v, it follows from
Theorem 4 that - n(% n&%0) wL N(0, v&1).
Thus for this example roots of the likelihood equation Gn(%)=0 exist for
n sufficiently large, are consistent, and are asymptotically normally
distributed with asymptotic variance v&1. The natural estimate for v is
v^=
1
n
:
n
i=1
x2i e
&% nxi,
which is n&1 times the Fisher information for the first n of the yi evaluated
at % n . This is what one would have used if he assumed the usual result for
the i.i.d. case also works in the not identically distributed case considered
here.
6. GENERAL AREAS OF APPLICATION
In Sections 4 and 5 we have demonstrated how to check the assumptions
of our theorems in general and in a specific example. In this section we will
identify a number of significant potential areas of application.
6.1 Maximum Likelihood
Let y1 , y2 , ... be independent random vectors and let yi have density
fi ( yi , %0). We do not assume the yi are identically distributed or even that
they have the same order. A maximum likelihood estimator of %0 based on
the first n vectors yi is a maximizer of the likelihood function
L(%)= ‘
n
i=1
fi ( y i , %).
In many applications it is virtually impossible to find such a maximizer,
but relatively easy to find a solution % n to the likelihood equations
d
d%$
log L(%)=0.
This motivates interest in the existence, consistency, and asymptotic
normality of such estimators which are generally also called maximum
likelihood estimators. Let
gi (%)=

%$
log fi ( yi , %).
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Then the likelihood equations take the form Gn(%)=0. If the Gn(%) satisfy
Assumptions 1 through 3 or Assumptions 4 through 8, the likelihood equa-
tions have roots which are consistent and asymptotically normal. It may
not be easy to show the required assumptions are satisfied, but we have
found them a reasonable place to start when attempting to demonstrate the
existence, consistency, and asymptotic normality in the nonidentically
distributed case.
6.2 Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares
Let y1 , y2 , ... be independent random vectors and consider the model
yi=+i (%)+ei . (3)
For each i, let Wi (%) be a positive definite weight matrix and let
gi (%)=+* $i (%) Wi (%)( yi&+ i (%)).
If Ey i=+ i (%0), a root % n of Gn(%)=0 is called an iteratively reweighted
least squares (IRLS) estimate of %0 . If the Gn(%) satisfy Assumptions 1
through 3 or Assumptions 4 through 8, the IRLS estimates % n exist, are
consistent, and are asymptotically normally distributed. This in fact has
been demonstrated under specific assumptions on the +i , W i , and ei in
Chapter 4 of Yuan (1995). If yi is exponentially distributed with mean
+i (%0) and covariance 7i (%0), and if Wi (%)=7&1i (%), the IRLS estimates
are maximum likelihood estimates as is well known.
6.3 Robust Estimation
Let yi , i=1, 2, ... be i.i.d. from a location and scale family, the robust
estimators of location Tn and scale Sn defined by equations (4.5) and (4.6)
of Huber (1981, p. 136) are estimating equation estimators. In the context
of regression model yi= fi (%)+= i , i=1, 2, ... with i.i.d. scalar errors =i , the
M-estimator of % and a scale parameter _ defined by equations (7.3) and
(7.4) in Huber (1981, p. 176) are also estimating equation estimators. In
the context of robust location and scatter for multivariate data, the
estimators defined by equations (1.1) and (1.2) in Maronna (1976) are
estimating equation estimators as well.
In order to get a robust estimator in model (3), let
gi (%)=+* $i (%) Wi ( yi , %)( y i&+ i (%))
where Wi ( yi , %)=|(ri (%)) Wi (%), r i(%)=&yi&+i (%)&Wi(%) , and |(u) is a
robust weight function that down weights large values of u. If % n is a zero
of Gn(%), we will call it a robust iteratively reweighted least squares
estimate of %0 .
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In all the above settings of robust estimation, if the Gn(%) satisfy
Assumptions 1 through 3 or Assumptions 4 through 8, the robust estima-
tors % n exist, are consistent, and are asymptotically normally distributed.
7. DISCUSSION
Assumptions 1 to 3 give easily stated and very general conditions for the
consistency and asymptotic normality of estimating equation estimators.
They, however, may not be easy to verify. In Section 4 we give stronger,
but possibly more easily verified alternatives to Assumptions 1 to 3. We
also give some intuitive insight into the meaning of Assumptions 1 and 2
in a common special cases.
There are many other assumptions that might be used to establish the
consistency and asymptotic normality of estimating equation estimators.
Inagaki (1973) for example gives conditions that may be used. Some of
these are weaker and some are stronger than our assumptions, but in our
opinion at least ours are much more intuitive. This is important because in
this type of asymptotics, assumptions are often too difficult to actually
verify, so that intuition about when they might or might not hold is quite
valuable.
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